AL-395  THE MAKING OF VICTORIAN ENGLAND – Being the Ford Lectures Delivered Before the University of Oxford
G. Kitson Clark
New York: Atheneum, 1967
18.5 x 11 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xiii, (2), 312 p. Notes, append., index.

AL-396  THE AGE OF EQUIPOISE – A Study of the Mid-Victorian Generation
W.L. Burn
New York: W.W. Norton, 1965

AL-397  MRS GRUNDY – Studies in English Prudery
Peter Fryer
New York: London House & Maxwell, 1964
22 x 15 cm. Red paper & blk cloth ov bds. Title gold spine. 368 p. Illust. Notes, biblio, index.

AL-398  PASSION AND PATHOLOGY IN VICTORIAN FICTION
Jane Wood.

AL-399  QUEEN VICTORIA
Lytton Strachey (1921)
20.5 x 14 cm. Illustrated stiff wrappers. (8), 327 p. Notes, biblio, index.

AL-400  THE WORM IN THE BUD – The World of Victorian Sexuality
Ronald Pearsall (1969)
23 x 14 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xvii, (2), 560 p. Notes, biblio, index.

AL-401  VICTORIAN BLOOMSBURY – The Early Literary History of the Bloomsbury Group.
S.P. Rosenbaum
22.5 x 14 cm. Purple cloth, bds.; title gold spine xvi, 316 p. Notes, biblio, index.

AL-402  (11 July 2005)
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations by John Tenniel
Garden City, NY: Junior Deluxe Editions, ND.
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Color DW illust and Frtspc by Roberta Macdonald adapted from Tenniel. In-text illust in green from Tenniel originals
[In chipped and torn DW. 7.00]

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by Linda Card
Racine, WI. Whitman, 1945
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: EP illust, 17 FP plates, plus in-text illust ll B&W, all by Card
[Ex-lib. Gift inscript on FFEP – 20.00]

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With Ninety-two Coloured Illustrations by Harry Rountree
London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, ND [1908]
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust, monochrome EP illust., FP and half-page plates and in-text illust, all in colour, all by Rountree.
[Ex-lib: Owner's sig IFC EP. – 450.00]

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND AND THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated With Scenes From the Photo Produced and Copyrighted by the Nonpareil Feature Film Corporation
New York: Grossett & Dunlap, [1919]
23.5 x 17 cm. Color illus grey cloth ov bds. Color frtspc. (10), 297 p. Illust.
[shelf wear, tear at head of spine. markings IRC, - 100.00]
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Arthur Rackham. With a Proem by Austin Dobson.
New York/ London: Doubleday/Heinemann, ND [1907 -1st US]
20 x 15 cm. Red brown cloth, bds., title white cover and spine. Color illust
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: 13 color plates under tissue, plus B&W in-text
illust, all by Rackham.
[In chipped and torn DW. 150.00]

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Maraja.
New York: Grosset Dunlap, ND. (1950)
33.5 x 25.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Color illust 2nd FEP, TP. 110 p.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color DW illust, cover, fore-page, and inntext
illust, all by “Maraja”.
[DW torn, shelf wear, 125.00]

AL-408 EUCLID AND HIS MODERN RIVALS
Lewis Carroll. With an Introduction by H. S. M. Coxeter.
New York: Dover, 1973
21.5 c 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xxxi, 275 p.
[Includes prefaces to 1st nd 2nd edns, by C.L.D.(Carroll)
(VG. 15.00)

AL-409 ALICE'S ABENTEUER IM WUNDERLAND
Von Lewis Carroll / Aus dem Englischen von Antonie Zimmerman. Mit
zweinundvierzig Illustrationen von John Tenniel./ Autorifirte Auagabe.
Leipzig, Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, 1869 [New York: Dover, 1974
20 x 13.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (14). 178 p.
TEXT: Carroll –UA.[Translated to German by Antonie Zimmerman (See
“Publisher’s Note” in forematter.)]. ART:: All from Tenniel.
(Near fine. 15.00)

AL-410 ALICE for the Very Young – Containing Twenty Coloured
Enlargements From Tenniel’s Illustrations to Alice’s Adventures
In Wonderland With Text Adapted to Younger Readers
By Lewis Carroll
New York: Grolier Society, 1967
19.5 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 64 p. Illust.
TEXT & ART reproduce “The Nursery Alice”. of 1890 with the text
abridged by Carroll and the twenty colored Tenniel illustrations. Included
in the text (cf. p-4) is his “Preface” dated 1890.
(VG: 10.00)
AL-411  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll]
Octopus Pop-Up Picture Stories
London: Octopus Books, 1980
21 x 21.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Six full color double-page pop-up figures.
TEXT: Carroll (abridged and adapted) ART: Color cover illust plus 6 double-page Pop-up figures. all by J. Pavlin and G. Seda
NB: Art copyright Prague, 1975.
(As New: 25.00)

AL-412  LEWIS CARROLL AND ALICE -- 1832-1982
(A Celebration of Lewis Carroll’s Hundred and Fiftieth Birthday)
Morton N. Cohen
New York: The Pierpont Morgn Library. 1982
25 x 18 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. 133 p. Illust.
(Fine. 75.00)

AL-413  SIR JOHN TENNIEL
Frances Sarzano
New York: Pelligrini & Cudahy, ND.
(English Masters of Black and White)
{Fine. in DW. 50.00}

AL-414  LEWIS CARROLL – Fragments of a Looking-Glass / From Alice to Zeno
Jean Gattegno – Translated by Rosemary Sheed (1974)
London: George Allen & Unwin, 1977
NB: See AL-335 for an American edition of this title.
(Fine, no DW. 30.00)

AL-415  “Alice In Wonderland” – from “ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND”
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Dennis Hockerman (1988)
Chicago: World Book, 1988
TEXT: Carroll – Adapted. (2 episodes: “Down the Rabbit Hole” and “Pool of Tears”) ART: Full color in-text and page décor by Hockerman, plus figures in the illustration on the rear cover of the book by Yoshi Miyake.
(VG: 8.00)
“CURIOUSER and CURIOUSER!” – Quotations from ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and Through the Looking Glass
By Lewis Carroll – with Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel.
London: Macmillan, 1997
15 x 11.5 cm. Blue cloth, bds; title gold spine. Deco EPs. 93 p. Illust.
TEXT: Selected quotations (Editor unident.). ART: Selected Tenniel illust
in blue monochrome and as colored by Diz Wallis (1996-97)
(As new: 8.00)

LEWIS CARROLL / ALICE’S ADVENTURES In Wonderland and
Through the Looking-Glass.
Chicago, IL: Wellington Publishing, 1989
34 x 24 cm. Black cloth, bds; deco stamped white cover, title white spine.
164p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Cover design, DW illust, and Full-page B&W
plates, all by Marketa Prachatika (1981-1982). The illustrations were first
published by Albatross, Prague, 1983
NB: “For her illustrations to Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and
Through the Looking-Glass, Ms. Prachatika was awarded the prestigious
Premio Grafico prize at the Bologna Children’s Book Fair
(Fine. In Illist DW, chipped at upper edge and along base of spine, 75.00)

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll [With Illustrations by John Tenniel]
18 x 11 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 173 p. plus ads. Illust. Biblio
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Cover illus in color (from Tenniel: “Tiger
Lily”), plus B&W Tenniel illust from originals.
(Good. Cover creased. 3.00).

ALICE’S ADVENTURES in WONDERLAND & Through the
Looking Glass
Lewis Carroll. [With selected illustrations by John Tenniel]
[Canada] Troll Communications, 2002
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Cover illustration (photomontage), by Kevin
Jakubowski (2002) plus selected-in-text illust in B&W from Tenniel
originals.
AL-420

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS
NY: Dell, 1992. (A Dell Yearling Classic) (1st thus)
19.5 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. ix, 192, (12), 223 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: Color cover illust and in-text B&W illust., all from Tenniel originals.
(Good plus. 5.00)

AL-421

THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS AND WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE
By Lewis Carroll. With Fifty Illustrations by John Tenniel
19 x 13 cm, Red cloth, bds.; deco stamped gold cover, title gold spine, gilt foredge. (16), 224 p., plus ads. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART: B&W from Tenniel originals.
(VG, Ex lib. Owner's sig, FFEP. 10.00)

AL-422

A HANDFUL OF AUTHORS – Essays on Books and Writers.
G. K. Chesterton. Edited by Dorothy Collins.
London and NY: Sheed and Ward, 1953 (1st thus)
20 x 13.5 cm. Brown cloth, bds.; Title gold spine. vii, 213 p.
NB: Includes “Lewis Carroll” (NY Times, 1932) and “How Pleasant to Know Mr Lear (The Nation, 1908).
(VG: In chipped DW, 30.00)

AL-423

ALICE – ONE HUNDRED. – Being a Catalog in Celebration of the 100th Birthday of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
The Adelphi Book Shop Ltd., Victoria, BC. 1966
23 x 15.5 cm. Color illust DW over blank stiff wrappers. 77 P. Frtspc, illust. Notes, biblio., Indices.
NB: A comprehensive listing of more than 400 “Alice” items (Books, articles, objects, etc.) in a collection now in the library of the University of British Columbia.
(VG: wrapper chipped along spine and upper edges, front and rear. 65.00)

AL-424

DUBLIN’S JOYCE
Hugh Kenner
NY: Columbia U.P. 1987 (Morningside Edn.) Originally published
Bloomington Indiana, Indiana U.P.1956.
NB: Includes “Alice in Chapelizod” – (Chapter 16, pp 276-300)
(As new, 15.00)
AL-425

LEWIS CARROLL – In Wonderland and at Home
Belle Moses (1910)
NY & London: D. Appleton Century, 1910
19 x 13.5 cm. Library binding (red cloth, bds.; title gold spine) Col Eps. viii,
(2), 296 p. Frtspc.
(Ex-lib: Stamps, markings. card pocket, spine slightly cocked. 30.00)

AL-426

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND - THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS and THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK
By LEWIS CARROLL – Illustrations by JOHN TENNIEL
Introduction by Alexander Woolcott
New York: The Modern Library, 1924
17 x 11 cm. Black Art Leather; ML logo gold stamped cover; title gold
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: from Tenniel originals
(vg. 40.00)

AL-427

GREETING CARD: Alice Meets the White Rabbit
[With Color Illustration by Arthur Rackham (From ALICE’S
ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND – W.Heineman)].
London: Elgin Court, 1971
10 x 15 cm. Folded -- printed message inside.
(Inscribed as a birthday greeting.)

AL-428

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND & Through the
Looking Glass
Lewis Carroll
18 x 10.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (6), 264. (1) p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Selected Tenniel illust. Some reworked. Cover
color illust of Mad Hatter’s Tea Party by unidentified artist.

AL-429

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS AND WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE
By Lewis Carroll. Profusely Illustrated by John Tenniel
New York: Hurst and Company ND (1920)
21 x 15 cm. Color illustrated cloth over bds., Title and illust. cover and
spine. 274 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Cover art by unidentified artist. In-text illust
from selected Tenniel originals, plus 4 full-page color plates adapted from
Tenniel by unidentified artist.
(Good only. Complete, but signatures loose in binding and Plates
separated.—30.00)
ALICE VERSARY – THE GUINNESS BIRTHDAY BOOK
Designed for Guinness by S.H. Benson Ltd., Illustrations by Ronald Ferns.
Printed by W.S. Cowell Ltd., Ipswich (1959)
24 x 16.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers plus 10 leaves (unpaged).
TEXT: Characters and details from the “Alice” stories are used in the
development of a series of incidents celebrating Guinness on its 200th
“birthday”. ART: Adapted from Tenniel. Full-color throughout.
(Fine. Rare. $150.00)

ALICE IN WONDERLAND POP-UP SERIES.
Based on the Classic Story by Lewis Carroll: Down the Rabbit Hole/
Curioser and Curiouser/ The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party/ The Queen of
Hearts. (4 volumes in slip-case)
(Lewis Carroll) Retold by Elsa Knight Bruno. Illustrated by Samantha
Smith. Paper engineered by Bruce Foster.
-------, Ottenheimer/ Lexicon, 1992.
4 vols.: 25 x 17 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. (a different design for each
title). 3 pop-up figures each vol. Unpaged. In color illust slip case: (18 x 25
x 5 cm)
TEXT: Carroll – adapted and abridged. ART: 3 –pop-up figs each vol. All
in full color. All art by Smith.
(VG: Slip case cracked and chipped along spine. 50.00)

ALICE IN WONDERLAND POP-UP SERIES
-1: Down the Rabbit Hole; -2: Curioser and Curiouser; -3: The Mad
Hatter’s Tea Party; -4: The Queen of Hearts. (4 matching volumes)
(Lewis Carroll) Retold by Elsa Knight Bruno. Illustrated by Samantha
Smith. Paper engineered by Bruce Foster
NB: Other than that they are from an different publisher and that they are
without the enclosing slip-case, these 4 volumes duplicate the previous
accession entry (AL-431)
(Fine. 10.00 ea.

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Scott McKowen
New York: Sterling Publishing, 2005 (1st thus)
21 x 16.5 cm. Grn and brown cloth, bds.; title gold spine. Color EPs w deco
bookplate FFEP. (6), 129 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll –UA. ART: Chapter-head décor and in-text illust from
scratch-board drawings, all by McKowen.
(Fine: as new. 40.00)
Judith Flanders.
24 x 19 cm. Green paper, black cloth, bds.; title gold spine. xxviii, 500 p.
Illust in B&W and color. Notes, biblio, index.
NB: English Title: “The Victorian House — Domestic Life From Childbirth to Deathbed.”
(As new: 35.00)

AL-435  THE SNARK WAS A BOOJUM — A Life of Lewis Carroll
James Playsted Wood. With Drawings by David Levine.
22 x 15 cm. Blue cloth, bds.; Deco illust cover and title spine in black. (8),
(Ex lib: traces card pocket, marks, stamps, but ow vg.)

AL-436  THE BEST OF LEWIS CARROLL: Alice in Wonderland / Through the Looking Glass / The Hunting of the Snark / A Tangled Tale / Phantasmagoria / Nonsense from Letters.
(Lewis Carroll) Illustrated by John Tenniel and Henry Holiday
23.5 x 17 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 437 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: All b&w: AIW and TLG: Tenniel. SNARK:
Holiday.

AL-437  LEWIS CARROLL — A Biography
Morton N. Cohen
24 x 16.5 cm. Black cloth, dk blue paper, bds.; title gold on red, spine. Deco illust.
(Fine. No DW [Clip of front flap of DW laid in]. 30.00)

AL-438  THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS and What Alice Found There
London: Bloomsbury, 2001
NB: Duplicate of AL-311
(Fine, in DW. 15.00)
AL-439
LEWIS CARROLL AND THE HOUSE OF MACMILLAN
Morton N. Cohen and Anita Gandolfo (eds.)
Cambridge, UK.: Cambridge UP., 1987
23.5 x 16 cm. Maroon cloth, bds.; title gold spine. Col EPs. x, 384 p. Illust,
Notes, appends, index.
(As new. In DW. 65.00)

AL-440
THE SHIELD OF ACHILLES – Essays on Beliefs in Poetry
Horace Gregory
NY: Harcourt Brace, 1944
(CF: “On Lewis Carroll’s Alice…..” pp 90-105)
(G: Ex lib. Library markings, but ow clean and sound)

AL-441
The NEW INVITATION TO LEARNING.
Mark Van Doren, (ED.)
New York: New Home Library, 1944
(CF: “Alice in Wonderland” pp 205-220: Reproduces a discussion of AIW
with Bertrand Russell, Katharine Anne Porter and Mark Van Doren. From
CBS programming, 1942.)
(Good. In DW, 15.00)

AL-442
LEWIS CARROLL And The Victorian Stage – Theatricals in a Quiet
Life.
Richard Foulkes.
Aldershot, Hants, UK.: Ashgate, 2005
23.5 x 16 cm. Blk cloth, bds; title gold spine. Xi, 223 p. Illust, Bibliog,
index.
(As new in DW. 100.00)

AL-443
The COMPLETE WORKS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Illustrated by John Tenniel. Introduction by Alexander Woolcott.
[Lewis Carroll].
New York: The Modern Library, 1936. (1st thus)
21 x 14.5 cm. Red cloth, bds.; ML logo stamped cover. Title gold spine. xi,
(3), 1293 p.
(VG: cover faded, ow fine. 30.00)

AL-444
THE LOOKING GLASS WARS
(FICTION)
Frank Beddor
London: Egmont, 2004/2005
20 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (6), 376 p.
(As new: [L 5.99] 10.00)
NB: “…takes the story of Carroll’s Alice and turns it on its head in a totally
believable way.”
AL-445  
**CHILDREN AND LITERATURE – Views and Reviews.**  
Virginia Haviland.  
New York: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1973  
Cf: p. 20: M Gatty: Review- “Alice in Wonderland” (1866) Also see index for refs to Carroll, “Alice” titles, Tenniel, etc.  
(Fine, 12.00)

AL-446  
**VICTORIAN PARLOUR GAMES.**  
Patrick Beaver (1974)  
Wigston, Leicester, UK: Magna Books, 1995  
25.5 x 17 cm. Illustrated red paper ov bds. (6), 140 p. Illust, Index.  
(Fine: 15.00)

AL-447  
**Walt Disney’s “ALICE IN WONDERLAND” Adapted by Teddy Slater. Illustrated by Franc Mateau**  
[Lewis Carroll]  
NY: Golden Books (Racine, WI.: Western Publishing), 1991  
28 x 21 cm. Color illust paper ov bds.; Title spine. Unpaged. [20,p.]  
TEXT; Carroll –adapted and retold. ART: Color illus throughout with art from Disney studios.  
(VG to Fine , 12.00)

AL-448  
**A TREASURY OF DISNEY’S LITTLE GOLDEN BOOKS. – 22 Best Loved Disney Stories.**  
[Disney Studios]  
NY: Golden Books (Racine, WI: Western Publishing), 1991  
Color illust throughout.  
Cf: pp 16-19 inc. for “Alice in Wonderland Meets the White Rabbit.”  
NB: A chance to compare Disney’s “Alice” with all the other Disney heroines.  
(Ex lib: signature on inner ft frt cover. G to VG, 8.00)

AL-449  
**aha! GOTCHA – Paradoxes to Puzzle and Delight**  
Martin Gardner  
New York: W.H.Freeman, 1982  
23.5 x 19 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers, vii, (2), 164 p. Illust.  
NB: Many references to Carroll and problems of logic and paradox proposed by him.  
(G to VG: covers creased. Pc missing from rear ffep.)
AL-450  ALITJI IN DREAMLAND – Alitjinya Ngura Tjukurammankuntjala
An Aboriginal Version of Lewis Carroll’s ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN
WONDERLAND
Adapted and translated by Nancy Sheppard. Illustrated by Donna Leslie.
Notes by Barbara Ker Wilson.
New South Wales, Australia; Simon & Schuster, 1992.
22 x 27.5 cm. Black cloth. Bds.; Title white cover and spine. 103 p. Illust.
Notes, Glossary.
TEXT: Carroll (adapted and re-worked), ART: Color illust. throughout. All
by Leslie.
(Near fine in chipped color illust DW. 50.00)

AL-451  ALICE AT 80 – A Novel of Lewis Carroll’s “Child Friends” And What
Became of Them
A Novel by David R. Slavitt
Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, 1984
22 x 15 cm. Brown paper, black cloth, bds.: Title gold spine. (6), 257 p.
(Fine. In color-photo illust DW. 35.00)

AL-452  ALICE THROUGH THE PILLAR BOX and What She Found There
A Philatelic Phantasy by Gerald M. King. (with a little assistance from
Lewis Carroll and Sir John Tenniel)
25.5 x 21.5 cm. Dk blue cloth, bds.; Title gold spine. Deco illust EPs. (5),
(vi), 33, 6 p. Illust in color and B&W.
(Fine. In fine color illust DW. 35.00)

AL-453  **The YOUNG LEWIS CARROLL**  
*By Joanna Richardson. Illustrated by Susan E. Sims*  
London: Max Parrish, 1963 (1st ed)  
20.5 x 13.5 cm. Orange cloth, bds.; 134 p. Illust.  
(Fine; in fine DW 18.00)  
NB: A Carroll biography for children

AL-454  **The AGONY OF LEWIS CARROLL**  
*Richard Wallace*  
(As new. 30.00)

AL-455  **The CHILD FIGURE IN ENGLISH LITERATURE**  
*Robert Pattison*  
22 x 14.5 cm. Blue cloth, bds., title spine. Col Eps xi, (2), 190 p. Notes, biblio, index.  
(Fine, in fine DW. 35.00)

AL-456  **SEX, ART, and AMERICAN CULTURE – ESSAYS**  
*Camilla**  
20.5 x 13 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. xiii, 838 p. Illust. Notes, Append, (Biblio), Index.  
(Fine. 20.00)  
NB: cf index for refs to Carroll

AL-457  **The OXFORD BOOK OF DREAMS**  
*Chosen by Steven Brook*  
19.5 x 13 cm. Deco illus stiff wrappers. xii, 269 p. biblio, index.  
(Fine. 10.00)  
NB: cf index for refs to Carroll.

AL-458  **ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**  
*Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations by John Tenniel*  
New York: Children’s Classics, ND  
(Very good. 8.00)
ALICE'S ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND —
Lewis Carroll's Original Manuscript Which Later Became
ALICE IN WONDERLAND — With the Author's Illustrations
Lewis Carroll.
New York: Panda Publications. ND.
20 x 12.5 cm color illust slip case. Color illust paper ov bds. Color Eps.
Facsimile of Carroll MS, w/carroll illust. Color added at title page nd
chapter heads. Photo Alice Liddell at end of text.
(Vg to fine in slip case. 15.00)

FOREWORDS and AFTERWORDS
W.H.Auden. Selected by Edward H.Mendelsohn
20.5 x 13 cm. Illust stiff wrappers xi, 529 p.
(As new. 20.00)

The UNKNOWN LEWIS CARROLL -- Eight Major Works and
Many Minor -- Formerly Titled: The Lewis Carroll Picture Book,
Diversions and Digressions of Lewis Carroll.
Edited by Stuart Dodgson Collingwood, with a New Selection of Lewis
Carroll Photographs.
21 x 14 cm. Deco color illust stiff wrappers. xiv, 375 p. Illust., Index.
(VG. 10.00)

ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING-
GLASS AND WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE.
Lewis Carroll. “Profusely illustrated by John Tenniel.”
NY: Hurst and Company, (ND) [1925]
21 x 15 cm. Color illust cloth, bds., 274 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: In-text B&W illust from Tenniel, plus 4 FP
color plates and cover illust adapted from Tenniel by an un-identified
artist.
(VG. Rebound. 25.00)

ALICE IN WONDERLAND — Including Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
By Lewis Carroll.
Los Angeles, CA. Hallmark Entertainment Books. 1999 (1st ed)
Illust. TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART : Color photo illustrations (DW, and 23
full, half-, and quarter-page photos by Oliver Upton.)
(Fine. In fine DW. 35.00)
“ALICE” – Lela Dowling’s Alice – A “Graphic” Novel
by Lela Dowling. Based on the Book by Lewis Carroll. Script
adaptation by Chris Weiman, Lettering by Kurt Hathaway and L. Lois
Thousand Oaks, CA. About Comics, 2004
(Fine. as new. 15.00)

MR DODGSON – Nine Lewis Carroll Studies.
With a Companion Guide to the “Alice at Longleat Exhibition”
London: Stockwell, 1973
24.5 x 15.5 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers. 62 p Illust.
NB: Critical and biographical essays on Lewis Carroll by various authors.
(VG: Inscript on FFEP. 25.00)

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE
LOOKING-Glass
by Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations by Milo Winter.
Chicago/New York: Rand McNally & Co. (Windermere Series), 1916
24 x 16.5 cm. Color illust blue cloth, bds. Deco stamped gold. Title gold
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust, EP deco,. 16 Full-page
color plates, B&W chapter-end deco., all by Winter.
(Vg to Near fine: 125.00)

FAVORITE FAIRY TALES – ALICE IN WONDERLAND
New York: Playmore/Waldman, 1993
12 x 21 cm. Color illust paper, bds., Unpaged (26 p). TEXT: Carroll –
abridged and retold. ART: Cover, Title page and in-text illust, all in color,
all by Kaster.
(Fine. 8.00)

LEWIS CARROLL – ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING-Glass
Illustrated by Helen Oxenberry
Lewis Carroll.
Col frtspc. & Title page. (4), 223 p. TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: DW illust.,
cover illust, full-page plates, and in text illust. in color and monochrome.
all by Oxenberry.
(Fine: as new in near fine DW. 30.00)
AL-469  LEWIS CARROLL AND THE PRESS
Charles Lovett
London: British Library /Oak Knoll, 1999

AL-470  SONGS FROM ALICE: Alice in Wonderland & Through The
Looking-Glass.
Words by Lewis Carroll, Set to Music by Don Harper.
With Illustrations by Charles Folkard.
26 x 21 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (Spiral binding) (2), 48 p.
NB: Music for 19 songs. With line art and 11 color plates.
(Near fine. 125.00 -- rare.)

AL-471  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. Adapted by Lucy Kincaid. Illustrated by Gill Guile.
30 x 22.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Color illust EPs., Color illust
frtspc. 45 p. TEXT: Abridged and retold: “Designed for children eight and
younger.” Large type, ART: Color illust throughout. All art by Guile
(Fine. In fine Color illust DW. 14.00)

AL-472  ALICE IN WONDERLAND [Sheet Music]
By Charlie Tobias / Jack Scholl / Murray Mencher
31 x 23 cm. Sheet music folio. Color illust cover with inset B&W photo of
Vera Van. Pages 2-5 music: “Novelty Fox Trot” (scored for piano and
voice). Back cover ads.
NB: Lyrics refer to “Alice” characters and situations.
(VG to fine. 5.00)

AL-473  ALICE and THE CHESIRE CAT [Figurines from Video Game]
[American McGee]
Diamond Comics Distributors.
Unit 5A, Causeway Park Industrial Estates, Wilderspool Causeway,
[Milo’s Workshop: 521-1/2 Myrtle Ave. Monrovia, CA 91016]
2 plastic figurines (Alice and the Cheshire Cat) in 25.5 x 15.5 cm color
decorated pasteboard and plasticene display box.
NB: Information on the box describes other game figures available.
Fine: 40.00.
AL-474  The TALE of the MOUSE’S TAIL – The Journey of Lewis Carroll’s Mouse’s Tail Around the World and Through Computers.  
By DAVID and MAXINE SCHAEFER
Inspired by Lewis Carroll
Illustrated by JONATHAN DIXON
Silver Springs, MD. Mica, 1995
22.5 x 14.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. (Unpaged). Illust. in B&W. All art by Dixon.
(Fine: 30.00)

AL-475  The LIFE OF LEWIS CARROLL (Victoria Through the Looking Glass)
Florence Becker Lennon (Third Revised Edition)
New York: Dover Publications, 1972
21.5 x 14 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers. (8), 448 p. Illust. Append. Notes, Biblio, Index.
NB: This copy signed, with a dated dedication, by the author.
(VG to near fine. 40.00)

AL-476  LABYRINTHS – Selected Stories and Other Writings
NY: New Directions, 1962/1964
NB: Cf. pp 202-208 for Borges’ discussion of Carrollian logic.
(As new. 20.00)

Mark Pendergast
23.5 x 15.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xii. 404 p. Illust. Notes. biblio, index
NB: Cf. Index for refs to Carroll. Includes much about Victorian interest in mirrors.
(As new. 25.00)

AL-478  The MAKING OF THE ALICE BOOKS – Lewis Carroll’s Uses of Earlier Children’s Literature
Ronald Reichertz.
23 x 15.5 cm. Illustrated stiff wrappers. (10), 251 p. Illust. Append., Notes, Biblio, Index.
(Fine – As new 40.00)
AL-479  The HOUSE OF MACMILLAN
Charles Morgan
NY: Macmillan Company, 1944 (1st US)
19.5 x 13.5 cm. Green cloth, bds., gilt deco stamp cover, title gold spine.
(16), 243 p. Index.
NB: Cf. index for extensive references to Carroll and to the printing and
publication of the “ALICE” books.
(Fine In DW 30.00)

AL-480  The ALICE IN WONDERLAND COOKBOOK – A Culinary
Diversion
John Fisher. With Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel
NY: Clarkson Potter, 1976 (Review copy: notice laid in)
25 x 19.5 cm. Brown cloth, bds. Title gold spine. Tinted page stock
throughout. 119 p. Illust.
(Fine. In DW w small tear on front at lower left. 40.00)

AL-481  VERY TRULY YOURS, Charles Dodgson Alias Lewis Carroll – A
Biography
Lisa Bassett
NY: Lothrop Lee & Shephard, 1987 (1st ed.)
29 x 22.5 cm. Yellow cloth, blue paper, bds.. Co EPs. (10), 118 P. Illust.
Notes, Biblio.
(Ex Lib: Libr stamps, card pocket, etc. but still near-fine in color printed
DW. 25.00)

AL-482  Little Tales - ALICE IN WONDERLAND
TEXT: Carroll: Abridged and retold. ART: Color cover illust., FP plates,
plus page décor and in-text illust., all in color, all by Press.
(Fine. 15.00)

AL-483  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Adapted by Eliza Gatewood Warren.
14 x 10.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 238 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll: “Specially adapted by Eliza Warren”. ART: Color cover
illustration and B&W FP plates, all by unidentified artist.
(As new 4.00)
AL-484  ALICE IN WONDERLAND [Through the Looking Glass nd What Alice Found There]
Lewis Carroll.
Columbus, Ohio: Sharon (Weekly Reader Books), 1983.
21 x 14 cm. Blue cloth, bds. Color Ilust cover. Title gold cover and spine.
Deco EPs. 253, (2) p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust by Richard Moss (c. 1983).
All other art B&W from Tenniel originals,
(Ex-lib: Bookplate. Otherwise vg to near fine. 15.00)

AL-485  “ALL THINGS ALICE” – Die Cut Notecards
[Linda Sunshine]
NY:: Clarkson Potter, 2004
16 die cut notecards (17 envelopes), color illustrated (Art from Tenniel) in
19 x 14 x 4 cm color illustrated box.
(Unopened, in plastic seal. 20.00)

Scieszka, John: “What’s So Funny, Mr Scieszka?” The Zena Sutherland
Lecture. p. 655-666.
[Includes remarks on Lewis Carroll’s uses of humor]

AL-487  PHANTASMAGORIA
Lewis Carroll. Introduction and Notes by Martin Gardner. Illustrations by
Arthur B. Frost.
Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books (Literary Classics), 1998
21.5 x 13.5 cm. Illustrated stiff wrappers. 73 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: B&W cover photograph of Carroll uncredited.
B&W illust. in-text and FP plates, all by Frost from 1883 printing.
(As new, 18.00)

AL-488  The SNARK PUZZLE BOOK – Based on Lewis Carroll’s Nonsense
Poems “The Hunting of the Snark” and “Jabberwocky. With the
original illustrations by Henry Holliday and Sir John Tenniel.
Martin Gardner
23.5 x 16 cm. Red art leather, bds. Title gold spine. 124, (1) p. Illust.
(Fine: as new in DW. 35.00)
AL-489

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll] Introduction by Brian Sibley.
NY: Harry N. Abrams, 1988
27.5 x 22.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Title white spine. Deco illust
EPs. Unpaged. "60 Illustrations, including 24 in full color": .
TEXT AND ART: Along with a miscellany of Tenniel illustrations in
B&W, the text and art reproduce the 24 color-slides and accompanying
narration that were prepared for an 1890 "magic lantern" presentation of
ALICE IN WONDERLAND. (See the remarks printed on the front flap of
the DW.)
(Fine: In DW: Rare. 50.00)

AL-490

LEWIS CARROLL – A CELEBRATION
Essays on the Occasion of the 150th Anniversary of the Birth of
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson
Edited by Edward Guiliano
NY: Clarkson Potter, 1982 (1st thus)
26 x 19 cm. Red paper, black cloth, bds. Title gold spine. viii, 216 p.
Illust., Notes, index.
(Fine. In DW. 65.00)

AL-491

THE COMPLETE STORIES AND POEMS OF LEWIS CARROLL
[Lewis Carroll]
NY: Gramercy Books, 2002. (1st thus)
28 x 20 cm. Color illus DW. Brown cloth, bds. Title gold spine. Col EPs.
384 p. Illust. [Notes on DW flaps, front and rear. Color illust on DW and
in text art for AAIW and TTLG from Tenniel. No other illustrations.]
(Fine: As new. 20.00)

AL-492

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND – The Ultimate
Illustrated Edition
By Lewis Carroll. Compiled and Arranged by Cooper Edens,
28.5 x 22 cm. White cloth, bds. Title blind-stamped cover, gold spine.
208 p. Illust. [In color illust DW; see p 208 ]
TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART: FP plates and in-text illust in B&W and color
by various artists. See credits listing, pp. 205-208.
(Fine, in VG to fine DW. 25.00)
AL-493

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Michael Foreman.
NY: Sterling Publishing, 2004 (1st thus)
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Color DW and cover illust. plus in-text,
      marginal and full-page plates, all in color, by Foreman. Photographs (p.7,
      and 170, -1,&-2 by Carroll. Photo of Carroll, p 173, by O.G.Rejlander.
Reproduction of page from Carroll’s AAUG Ms pg 174.
(Fine. As new 25.00)

AL-494

The BEST OF LEWIS CARROLL
[Lewis Carroll] Illustrated by John Tenniel and Henry Holiday
Edison, NJ: Castle Books, ND [2000]
23.5 x 16.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (4), 439 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Color cover illust adapted from Tenniel.
AAIW & TTLG illust with in-text figures in B&W from Tenniel. “The
Hunting of the Snark is illustrated by 10 B&W Fp Plates from Henry
Holiday.
NB: The text includes “Nonsense from Letters”, a selection from
      letterswritten by Carroll to his young friends
(Fine. As New 15.00)

AL-495

FAIRY TALES AND AFTER -- From Snow White to E.B.White
Roger Sale
Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1978
24 x 16.5 cm. Cream cloth, bds. Title black spine. vi, (2), 280 p. Illust.
Notes, index.
NB: See index for extensive references to Carroll. Also see Chapter 5, pp
  101-126; (“Lewis Carroll”) and laid-in envelope enclosing “birthday card”
  (color illustrated by Jesse Wilcox Smith) showing “Alice” figures.
(Fine. In DW).

AL-496

LEWIS CARROLL 1832-1932
A Catalogue of an Exhibition at Columbia University to
Commemorate the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of
LEWIS CARROLL (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson 1832-1898.
[Avery Library, Columbia University- April 1932]
NY: Columbia University Press, 1933
12 x 15 cm. Red stiff paper wrappers. ix, 153, (1) p.
(Good plus: spine is worn, cover scuffed, owner’s sig.FC. 40.00)